Some Monuments of Sysert

Pavel Bazov’s 140th Anniversary of Birth

The program of Pavel Bazhov’s 140th anniversary celebrations opened with a large
"Road to Fairytales" exposition and #READBAZHOV action in Sverdlovsk region. The
unique photos show the transformation of simple boy from Ural village into famous writer.
His great-grandson Alexey Bazhov considered this exhibition to be one of the brightest
events of the anniversary year.
According to Deputy Minister of Culture of Sverdlovsk region Sergey Radchenko, Pavel
Bazhov takes special place in world literature and Ural’s history. He has managed to turn
industrial Ural into magical one, and it became a part of life for everyone who has ever
read Bazhov’s stories.
#READBAZHOV action took place in Sverdlovsk region. Bazhov’s great-grandson and
other guests were reading his stories for the children of boarding school in Yekaterinburg
and gave them Pavel Bazhov’s books. The names of Bazhov’s annual literature award laureates were listed before writer’s anniversary. Russian and Russian-speaking authors from the
USA, Germany and Israel applied for the award.
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Our Talents
On the 2nd of February our talented singers took part
in the municipal competition of the patriotic songs. The
contest was held in the Palace of culture of Sysert. More
than thirty vocal performances were evaluated by a
competent jury.

The participants were divided into three age groups.
Each group includes soloists,
duets and ensembles. The high
creative level of the artists
forced the jury to try hard to
choose the best. Especially difficult it was in the senior solo
group, where eventually
awarded three second places all the vocalists were brilliant!

Here you can see videos of
the best performances of the
contest - https://vk.com/
for_to4ka .
Our winners: Arina Prosvirnina, 7B, Vera Starikova,
10A, Olga Konovalova, 5C the 1st place, Zlata Prosvirnina,
2A - the 2nd place.

Art Contest

"Уральские россыпи" - 2019
Anastasia Guseva, 7B,
became a prize-winner
of the Art Contest
"Уральские россыпи",
devoted to Pavel Bazov’s 140th Anniversary
of Birth. The exhibition
of art works of prizewinners of the contest
was held in Gymnasium
155 of Yekaterinburg.
4
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Our Talents
Interview with a scholar
Mikhail Zhilin, a student of the 11th grade, became the winner and
prize-winner of the municipal and regional stages of the Olympiads on
History for three times - in 2016, 2017, 2018. He took part in the Final
stage of the all-Russian Olympiad on history.
We asked Mikhail some questions.
- When did you become interested
in the subject "History"?

- What do you do in your free
time?

- At first this school subject
seemed to me boring, uninteresting, and difficult. Everything
changed by the accident. I read a
book on the history of Russia. It
had three parts. I liked it. After
that I started reading other historical books. Gradually the subject
"history" became my favorite
hobby. I began studying history
very seriously when I was in the
8th grade.

- I like to spend time with my
friends. I often read books, watch
TV, surf the Internet. I spend a lot
of time preparing for exams because nobody will take exams for
me))

- What were your greatest
achievements and most impressive
failure?

- How to become successful?

- My participation in the Final
stage of the all-Russian Olympiad
on history. I could not cope with
my excitement (or may be because
of excessive self-confidence). I
could not win it.
- What are your favorite books
and movies?
- I like to read historical books,
scientific and political writings,
belletristic literature. I also love
reading detective stories and
books and articles on Economics
and psychology. My favorite films
are detectives, thrillers, fiction.

- Do you succeed on your own or
does someone help you?
- I'm self-taught. All my successes
and achievements today are the
result of my own efforts.
- Do everything yourself! Do not
rely on teachers, friends, parents.
Read more and learn more! The
more we read the more we know,
the more confident and successful
we become.
- Are foreign languages important
for you?
- Yes, they are. I study English at
school. Five years ago I began
studying Chinese and took part in
the Chinese language Olympiad.
Two years ago I visited China. I
combined a rest and studies there.
It is a wonderful country! I got a
lot of impressions and experience
there.

We wish Mikhail every success. May all his dreams come true!
5
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Enjoy Reading!
The Flower of stone by Pavel Bazhov

A long time ago in the Urals
village there lived a famous
craftsman named Prokopyich. He
made jewelry and other things
from malachite and was renowned as the best gem carver in
the Urals. The rulers ordered him
to teach some boys his profession, but none of them was talented enough.
At the same time an orphan
named Danila lived in the village. He was weak and couldn't
work at the factory. But he was
full of dreams and liked to observe nature. Once he tried to
help an old herdsman, but when
he played his flute, the old shepherd felt asleep and several cattle
were eaten by wolves. Danila and
the herdsman were severely punished.
A kind old woman took Danila
into her house and healed him
using many herbs and flowers.
She taught him the lore of plants,
6

and one day told him about
the Stone Flower from Malachite Mountain. She told him
it was the most beautiful
flower in the world. But she
also warned him, "Whoever
finds that flower will never be
happy".
After Danila recovered, the
manager of the factory sent
him to Prokopyich to study
gem carving. He was surprisingly gifted. Prokopyich was
a widow without children,
and he loved the boy as if he
were his own son. Several
years passed. Danila became
a strong, handsome young
man.
One day the owner of the factory sent him a commission to
make a vase from malachite,
along with a sketch of what he
wanted. Danila began the intricate task, but he was unsatisfied
with the idea on the sketch.
Every day he went to the woods
looking for inspiration and observing many flowers and plants.
He worked for a long time and at
last completed a vase like the one
in the sketch. When he showed it
to the other craftsmen, they liked
it and praised it. But Danila said,
"This vase is made precisely according to the sketch, but there is
no living beauty in it. When you
look at the simplest flower, joy
fills your heart because of its
beauty. Where is there such
beauty in the stone?"
One very old craftsman
warned him, "Don't even think
that way. Otherwise you could
become a servant of the Mistress
of Copper Mountain. Her work-
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ers live and work in the Mountain and nobody ever sees them.
Once I was lucky enough to see
their work. Magnificent! Our
work can't compare with theirs,
because they have seen the Stone
Flower and understand the
beauty of the stone".
After this conversation Danila
went to the woods more often
looking for a block of stone for
his own vase. Prokopyich was
worried about him and urged him
to marry the nice girl named Katya to whom Danila was engaged. But Danila said, "I want
to wait! First I need to make my
own vase and then we will think
about marriage".
One day he was in the woods
looking for stone and suddenly
heard a whisper saying, "DanilaCraftsman, look for stone on Serpent Hill." He turned around and
saw the dim outline of a woman,
which vanished in a second. He
thought, "Perhaps it was the Mistress of Copper Mountain!" So he
went to Serpent Hill and found a
huge block of malachite. He was
very glad, took the stone home
and started to carve the vase.
But soon again he was disappointed with the result and said
sadly, "Maybe I am just not able
to understand the power and the
beauty of the stone." So he and
Katya announced the date of their
wedding. The day before the
wedding he went for a walk to
Serpent Hill again, sat down and
thought about the Stone Flower.
"How I desire to see that
Flower!" he mused.
To be continued...
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Commemorative Dates of Russia
Pavel Bazov’s 140th Anniversary of Birth
Annual Competition Forum
URAL CHARACTER
Municipal Contest of projects "Ural
Character" was held in Sysert on the
26th of January, 2019. 36 projects
were prepared by 50 participants and
20 teachers. The guys told about their
families, the nature of their native
land, offered their social projects, defended the development of mobile applications.

The winners will take part in the correspondence tour of the regional stage of the contestforum "Ural character".
Bayankina Valeria, 7B, took the first place in the contest.
We congratulate Valeria and her teacher Elena Vladimirovna Shaburova with great success!

On January, 29th our class took part in Pavel Petrovich
Bazhov’s 140 Anniversary Quest, that was held in Sysertsky
Leisure Centre.
The quest was carried out by the heroes of Bazhov's tales:
Danila Master and Mistress of Copper mountain. We were
checked out how well we know Pavel Petrovich's literary
works and his biography.
At the end of
the event there
was a funny sport
competition .
Then it was
over and we went
home. We liked
this event very
much!
Nastya Volkova,
Grade 6A
Dima Kolyasnikov, 5G
7
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We are for healthy lifestyle!
Long before December, 26th
all our class was looking forward
to coming to "Ivolga" Recreational
Centre.
And at last we arrived
there. The weather was
sunny and frosty. After
we checked into our comfortable rooms, we had a
barbecue. While our parents and class teacher
were grilling sausages
and laying the table in the
small and cosy garden
house,
we
walked
around, played snowballs
and had fun.
After the tasty barbecue party,
we had a rest in our rooms. Some
guys played football, some boys
and girls went skating. Also we
slided on tubings. And then we
had dinner in "Ivolga" restaurant.
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We enjoyed the meal and the atmosphere there. Then we went
downstairs into the bowling center
where we spent three hours roll-

ing balls, dancing and singing,
enjoying our time together.
Late in the evening we gathered in our parents’ room for a
"candle talk". We got rid of our
negative memories and shared

positive feelings with our classmates.
The funniest thing of all was
that we went to bed only in the
morning. We slept very little. It was so awesome to
come round to the friends’
rooms at night, we talked a
lot, watched videos and
films, telling jokes and
laughing.
In the morning we were
going to play lazertag, but
it was so cold that the
equipment couldn’t work.
So we had breakfast and
after a while we left.
We had a great time in "Ivolga"!
That was A-W-E-S-O-M-E! And
now we hope to come back to
"Ivolga" again!
Class 6A &
Larisa Vladimirovna

Ekaterina Kadnikova:
While our parents were grilling sausages we were having fun, playing
snowballs and lying in the snow. We
had a barbecue and went to the rooms.
Alexandra Fabrikant:
Everyone was looking forward to that
day. All the guys brought their favourite tasty snacks and sweets there.
Maria Tihomirova:
This year more classmates have travelled to Ivolga than last year.
That was the funniest and the coolest trip I’ve had with my class.
Darya Tarabaeva:
While our parents and our teacher were watching the grill, we had fun running on
the snowdrifts, playing snowballs, taking photos and making snow angels! After
the barbecue we were offered a ride down the hill on bagels and skating.
8
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We are for healthy lifestyle!
hockey festival in sysert

On February 15, dozens of
residents of Sysert visited the ice
hockey court near our school.
They wanted to watch an unusual
hockey match. The Sysert hockey
team played in the match against
the youth team from abroad.
Young sportsmen from the
United States, Canada and Switzerland took part in the match.
The international sports tour of
the "YWAM Hockey" team
started in Tatarstan in December,
2018. Then the guest team visited
the Perm region, Yekaterinburg,
and some towns of the Sverdlovsk region – Severouralsk,
Nizhny Tagil, Kushva,
Verhnyaya Tura, Krasnouralsk,
Berezovsky. Young sportsmen of
"YWAM Hockey" team played

matches with the local
teams of that towns.
The meeting with Sysert
hockey players and fans
began at 9 o'clock in the
evening in "Noviy" district. The guests were
greeted by the Director of
the Center for sports and
tourism development of
the Sysert District Alexey
Tikhomirov. The captain of the
"YWAM Hockey" team Brian
Peters was presented with a
memorable gift with the symbols
of our town.
During the match the two
teams kept the defense perfectly,
and goalkeepers even reflected
penalty shootouts without difficulties, not allowing the puck
even to touch the gate. The match
ended in favor of the guest team
with the final score of 5:2.
Hockey fans were very friendly
towards the two teams. The game
was very exciting! All the participants of the meeting got great
positive emotions.
Brian Peters noticed, "Our
goal is to promote and popularize
hockey. I am very pleased that

there are so many fans of this
sport in the Russian Outback."
When the match was over, a
lot of children came up to the foreign sportsmen and asked them
for taking a photo with them,
having an autograph or just wishing to have a word more closely.

We would like to thank
"YWAM Hockey" team and
Alexey Tikhomirov for this
wonderful project providing
brilliant possibility to focus on
sport and healthy lifestyle as
well as to motivate our pupils
to continue studying English.
Photos by Alexandr Fedorov
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Let’s celebrate!

My dad is the best !
I want to tell you about my father.
His name is Pavel. He is 35 years
old.
My father is the best man in the
world! He is strong, polite, smart
and intelligent. He is a builder, and
his job is very difficult and responsible.
His hobby is fishing. We often go
fishing together. He teaches me
how to fish correctly. In summer
we often go to picnics, and roast
meat and vegetables. He likes doing sports. His favourite sports are

football and skiing. I like doing
sports, too.
I like to spend my time with my
dad. He often tells me stories from
his childhood, for example about
how they built houses.
I can't imagine my life without
him. He plays very important role
in my life. My father loves me very
much, and I feel it. I can tell him
everything, even my secrets.
My father is the best because he
is MINE !!!
Kirill Khvoshch, 5D

My dad's name is
Alexander. He is 41
years old. His eyes
are brown, his hair
is dark brown. He is
very
kind
and
brave, strong and
beautiful! He is a
professional hockey
player.
Alisa Markova, 4A

10
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My family is big. I have a
mom, dad and two sisters.
My dad's name is Andrew.
He is the best because he is
cheerful and caring. We like
to spend time together. In
summer we like gathering
mushrooms in the forest and
fishing. We often play chess
and watch sports programs
on TV. He tells me about
all kinds of sports. My dad
is a wonderful storyteller. I
love my father very much!
Ivan Fedotenko, 5G

My dad's name is Dmitriy. He
is 43 years old. He is an auditor. I
like to spend time with my dad.
We often do sports together. We
like to play football, hockey, table-tennis. We like to ski very
much! Every summer we travel
to Krimea by car. We have a rest
there. My dad is merry, kind and
lovely! I love him very much!
Egor Petukhov, 4V
January - March 2019

My Native Land

Chuvanev Denis, 8B
Keller Anna, 8A

Tetkin Maxim, 8B

Patrusheva Sofia, 8A
Abrosimova Polina, 7B

At the beginning of the year, the Center of children's
technical creativity held a photography contest "A sweet corner for my heart". All in
all there were about 50 photographs of 23 students from six schools: 1, 6, 15
(Sysert), 8 (Kashino), 10 (Bolshoe Sedelnikovo), 19 (Novoipatovo).
On the photos everyone
can see interesting places of
Sysert and its surroundings.
The participants of the contest tried to show the most
beautiful places of our
homeland. It was not easy to
express all the love for the
homeland in one shot. In
their works, children admire
the sunsets and sunrises,
misty fields, patterns of foliage, reflected in the mirror
of rivers and lakes, mushrooms and berries, birds and
animals of Sysert district.
The jury chose the best
11

works in three age groups.
Our schoolmates became
the winners and prizewinners in different categories. Maxim Tetkin, 8B, took
the 1st place in category
"Landscape". Alexey Alexandrov, 8A, took the 2nd
place.
In the category "Genre
photography" participants
showed the brightest events
of our district. Polina Abrosimova, 7B, and Anna
Keller, 8B, took the 2nd and
the 3d place in this part of
the contest.
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All the winners and participants of the photo contest
were awarded with diplomas
and presents.
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Kormishina Olesya, 8A

Our Guests
Some People Monuments of Moscow
Last October I visited Moscow for the first time. Needless to say, I
took a lot of pictures. Here are some of my pictures and what I've
learned about the monuments they depict.
The
monument
to
Valentina Tereshkova is on
Cosmonauts Alley, which
extends south from the
Museum of Cosmonautics.
She was the first woman in
space, launching into orbit
aboard Vostok 6 on June
16, 1963. She was also the
first civilian in space, and
remains the only woman to
fly a solo mission in space.
She has received many
Soviet
and
Russian
awards, including Hero of
the Soviet Union. Her
Valentina Tereshkova
Alexander I
monument is next to that of
Marshal Zhukov
Yuri Gagarin, the first man
Alexander I, victor in the Patriotic War of
Georgy Zhukov's mo- in space.
1812,
was Emperor of All Russia from 1801
nument is in Manege
to 1825. His monument is located beyond the
Square, on the north side
Malchish-Kibalchish is
of the State Historical not a real person. He's a fic- Kremlin's west wall in the garden that bears
Museum. The equestrian tional character in a story his name. Alexander Garden was built in a
statue, created by sculp- written by Arkady Gaidar part of the city destroyed by French soldiers
tor Vyacheslav Klykov, (Tale of the Military Secret during their brief occupation in 1812. The
commemorates the mar- – Malchish-Kibalchish and statue's right foot rests on the standards of Napoleon's Grande Armee (the French Imperial
shal's role in the Moscow His Firm Word, 1933).
Eagle is visible on the left side).
Victory Parade of 1945.
Gaidar later included
Zhukov, a former cavalry the tale as a story-within-acommander, rode a white story in one of his novels
stallion named Idol as he (Military Secret, 1935). The
inspected the assembled monument is located inside
troops. Idol's hooves can the main entrance of the
be seen trampling the Moscow Young Pioneers
standards of Nazi Ger- Palace. This sizable commany (the front view pound sits atop Sparrow
shows a large eagle stan- Hills next to Vernadskogo
dard).
Avenue.
Malchish-Kibalchish
12
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Discussion Club
To learn or not to learn
foreign languages?
Languages are always changing.
People become isolated in small
groups and when two of them have
no communicate between, their
languages slowly becomes different from its original. Isolation
causes them to change in different
ways. Over time, they become
completely different languages.
And that is why we have so many
languages.
Because of this we have a language barrier, too. People from different countries can't contact with
each other using their speech, less
they'll speak one language. Is it a
problem? Definitely yes! One of
the biggest problems of languages.
And it must be solved, but how?
Creating one single language that
everyone can understand?
There is an example of such kind
of languages – Esperanto. It is understood by 2,000,000 people, but
it isn't enough for the world with
7,000,000,000 inhabitants, and I
don’t think it still has a chance. An
advantage of Esperanto is that it
isn't derived from any other language, it is absolutely new. «Што
ес Словио? Словио ес новйу межународйу йазика ктор разумийут чтирсто милион лудис на целойу земла!» This is an example
of a text in Slovio language, understandable for the majority of the
Slavic population, but doesn't common enough. The creation of another international language will
take years. And, of course, it does
not guarantee success. So, the profession of a translator is demanded

Dmitri Mendeleev

Mendeleev's monument is on the northwest side of the large
rectangular fountain in
front of Moscow State
University. A chemist
and inventor, he is most
famous for creating the
periodic table of the
elements. He then used
holes in the table to predict the existence of
eight elements that
were unknown at the
time. A dozen Russian
scientists have monuments on either side of
the fountain, including
Alexander Popov, Ivan
Pavlov, and Mikhail
Lomonosov.
Bruce Bertrand,
Lake Placid, USA
Photos by the author
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and will be demanded in the future.
I study two languages: English
and Japanese. What for? I'd like to
become a translator, to help people
in their communication. I want to
have an opportunity to travel
around the world. I study the world
view of other nations.
Why do I learn languages? Just
cause of ... Everything! Every language isn't only letters, words,
phrases, it is a reflection of the national culture, history, customs and
traditions. Awesome people wrote,
"Language defines thinking". I
completely agree with it. For example, in the Japanese language
there is a word ''青" (ao). It denotes
colors: green and blue. In Russian,
English, French we use different
words to designate these colors,
while in Japanese we call grass,
sky, and water in one color – "青".
Even from the name of color, the
world view is changing. Imagine if
we called trees and the sky the
same color, life would change,
wouldn’t it?
I think, life will be easier, if we
break the language barrier. But it
will not be more interesting. People’s views will become similar,
interesting dialects will disappear.
In my opinion, it is necessary to
study languages and culture of different nations, elevate your mind!
Alexandra Mavletdinova, 7A
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Let's get acquainted!
From the history
of my school
In the XIX century there was no
school in our village.
In 1872 Shchelkunskaya school was
opened. Children from Nikolskoye
studied there. Because of the long distance between the villages, it was very difficult for children to get there. Parents often did
not let their children go to school.

Nikolskaya School in 1967
At the end of the XIX century the wife of
the landowner began to teach children from
Nikolskoye reading and writing free of
charge. In 1905, the school was located in two
cottages, where the wife of the land doctor,
the teacher Iraida Atamanskikh taught children.
In 1923, Klepkov Anatoly Ivanovich together with his wife gave the school new life.
In 1930 it was transformed into a seven-yearold school. The school had double-shifting
studying. In 1937, a new school was built.
Anatoly Ivanovich organized delivering pupils and went to Sverdlovsk for equipment.
In 1974, the construction of a modern
school building began. The headmaster of
school Cherkasova Valentina Ivanovna did all
her best to build it. On September 1, 1976, the
school welcomed her first pupils. Now it is a
clean and bright building, where not only children from Nikolskoye but also children from
nearby villages study.
Anastasia Malceva, Sharofat Bainazarov,
9th Form
14

School Firm "Granit"
We study at a great
school № 16 in a village
Nikolskoye. During the
last 3-4 years many
changes have occurred at
our school. It was renovated and now it looks
much more beautiful. Each
floor has its own color
now. Some new classrooms were built. All the
old ones were transformed.
I want to mention the library. It has become much
more comfortable and
nice. A beautiful exhibition of pictures as well as a
new reading room were
made. Our school has its
own flag, emblem and coat
of arms.
The students of the 11th
Form organized a school
firm "GRANIT" under the
guidance of our head
teacher, the teacher of
technology and economics
Elena Alexandrovna Malyutina. The leader of the
firm is Artem Zhalilov. We
made our own business
project and study entreprenerial activities. All the
members of the firm have
their duties. Every year we
have the New Year Fair.
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We sell goods made by the
members of the firm. We
create unique Christmas
souvenirs by ourselves and
can get salary for our
work. We are very glad to
be the members of the firm
"GRANIT", because we
have a great opportunity to

get experience and knowledge in business sphere.
Our work is very interesting. We were awarded by
Honorary Diploma of the
Governor of Sverdlovsk
region.
Artem Zhalilov,
Ilia Pyankov,
11th Form

Let's get acquainted!
I love my school !

My favourite teacher

We like travelling
and often go on
hikes and excursions around Sysert,
visit theatres and
museums in our
home town and
Yekaterinburg.
As for our teachers,
There are many wonderful teachers in
our school. My favourite teacher is Galina
Alexandrovna Ognivova. She teaches
Russian and Literature. She is very clever
and kind. She always gives us the second
chance to correct bad marks. Our copybooks are always clean, without blots. We
take part in different contests and often get
prizes and honorary diplomas. Due to Galina Alexandrovna’s lessons I became interested in reading books and magazines.
I’m proud of my teacher!
Victoria Vtulkina, 5th Form
My name is Katya. I study at Nikolskaya
school № 16. There are small classes at
our school and everyone knows one another. Pupils go to different clubs and take
part in competitions. Our teachers are kind
and caring. They give us knowledge. My
class teacher is Viktor Sergeevich Yakushev. He teaches music, social science and
history. At his lessons we learn a lot of new
things.
In my class there are 23 pupils. We are
the biggest class in our school. We are
friendly and cheerful. Some pupils go to
school by bus. During the break we play
table tennis or go to the library. There are
many interesting books in our library. The
school has a small but cozy dining room.
Hot lunches are always served there.
Next to our school there is a House of
Culture and there is a lake behind the
school.
Ekaterina Durova, 5th Form,
School № 16, Nikolskoye
15

My name is Elena. I study at
school № 23 of Sysert. I love
my school and I want to tell
you about it.
My school opened its doors in
1969. It is situated in the center
of my hometown. It is a threestory building. On the ground
floor there are many classrooms
for pupils of the primary school
and dressing rooms. On the second floor there are studies for
high school students and a dining room. On the third
floor there is a library
and school museum. All
the studies are wellequipped. There are electronic boards and computers in the classrooms.
To my mind, my school
is beautiful and cozy.
About 1200 pupils study in
my school. They take an active
part in different contests, Olympiads, sports competitions and
often win them. Every year our
schoolmates participate in Cross
of the Nation, Ski track of Russia and other sports events. Not
long ago our school team took
the 2nd place in the regional
chess competition. We are
proud of our sportsmen. I do
sports, too.
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they are strict but understanding, kind and skillful! We always can discuss our problems
with them. Our teachers are real
professionals in their subjects.
They give us knowledge and do

it in an interesting and modern
way. We respect and love them
very much. I think, teachers are
very important people in the life
of everyone. They help us to
understand who we are. We are
grateful to our teachers for everything they do for us.
This year my school celebrates its 50th anniversary. My
congratulations to my favorite
school!
Elena Ergashova,
school № 23, Sysert
January - March 2019

Foreign Languages Decade
On March, 4-14, School Foreign Language Decade was held. Many students from 2-11 grades took
an active part in it. Our schoolmates created thematic crosswords, drew wall newspapers, wrote essays, sang songs, participated in different contests.
The winners and the most active participants were
awarded with honorary diplomas and English books.
The Decade became a great holiday for all the
participants, their classmates and teachers!

Recitation Contest “Poems by Heart”
On March, 4th a Recitation Contest "Poems by heart" was
held in our school. 18 students from 2-11 grades took part in
it. They recited poems of great poets Alexander Pushkin and
Robert Stevenson, sonnets by William Shakespeare and wonderful funny limericks. Many thanks to the singers from 6F,
8A and 11A grades. It was worth listening to their beautiful
songs in English.
The winners of the contest: 1st place – Vasilisa Starkova
(5C), Anastasia Trofimova (6C), Alexandra Nikitenko (6A),
Margarita Burlyuk (4D); 2nd place – Alexandra Mavletdinova
(7A), Alexandr Buzuev (5D); 3d place – Sofia Voronina (2B),
Gleb Mazein (7A).
The participants got honorary diplomas and wonderful English books of Arthur Conan Doyle, Mark Twain, Robert Stevenson, William Shakespeare.

Contest “Do you know English
proverbs?” 1st place - A. Mavletdinova, 7A
2nd place - Denis Chuvanev, 8B
3d place - Anna Keller, 8B

Literacy Competition
5-6 grades
1st place - Vasilina Starkova, 5V
2nd place - Kirill Khvoshch, 5D
7-8 grades
1st place - A. Mavletdinova, 7A
2nd place - Semen Konovalov, 8B
3d place - Denis Chuvanev, 8B
9-11 grades
1st place - Uliana Muhlynina, 11A
2nd place - Anastasia Bibikova,
11A
16 Friendship
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3d place - Semen Tokarev, 9A
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Project Work

Club of the Merry
and Inventive
1st place - 5G, 5D
2nd place - 5V
3d place - 5A

Contest of crosswords
1st place - Kirill Khvoshch, 5D
2nd place - Sofia Soboleva, 2B
3d place - Maxim Sokolov, 5G

Contest
of wall
newspapers
1st place - 6G
2nd place - 6V, 7B
3d place - 5D
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Our Achievements
XIV International Contest of Research,
Practice-oriented and Creative Projects in English
among School and University Students
«English and Art Make Me Smart!»
Our schoolmates Alexandra Mavletdinova, Arina Prosvirnina, Valeria
Bayankina and Sofia Rogozhina (7A, 7B grades) became the prize-winners of
XIV International Contest of Projects in English among School and University
Students. Their research project «School magazine as a means of developing
students' cognitive interest in studying English and Russian literature» took the
third place in the extramural contest.
School and University Students from Yekaterinburg, Skopje (Republic of Makedonia), Bangalor (India),
Sredneuralsk, Karpinsk, Sukhoy Log, Perm, Verhnyaya Salda, Kushva, Sysert took part in the contest.
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Crossword “Around the world”
1. This country is famous for its wine and cheese.
2. The 2nd largest country by area.
3. This country has the largest population.
4. The birthplace of Bullfighting and Flamenco.
5. The smallest country by area.
6. This country consists of 4 parts (England,
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland).
7. This country is famous for pharaohs and pyramids.
8. This country held Winter Olympics in 2018.
9. The Statue of Liberty is in …….
10. This country is home place for a kangaroo, Dingo,
a crocodile.
11. Famous Leaning Tower is in this country.
12.This country is famous for tango and football.
13.The largest country in the world by area.
Maxim Sokolov, 5G
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Alice
A very kind, trustful
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Cheshire cat
Mysterious, insane, happy,

To be continued...
The Mad Hatter
A crazy, wacky hatter who

The White Ra
The White Ra

